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We have received a 2nd letter outlining our options which are not  
really options at all regarding keeping our analog hydro meters.   
These letters have also gone to household that already have had Smart  
Meters installed.  Wonder how much that cost?  I have returned the 2nd  
stub stating that I will not have a Smart Meter and I will not pay  
extortion fees that cannot and are not justified for any logical, sane  
reason.  To charge such high fees is nothing more than an action to  
force compliance especially to those in a precarious financial  
position where $420.00 more per year for hydro is completely beyond  
their ability to pay.  There is also talk of a rate increase coming  
soon.  So much for saving money through Smart Meters. 
 
We have paid our hydro bills on time and in full for close to 50 years  
and we will continue to pay for our consumption but not for fees that  
are being charged for no reason other than compliance I state again.   
If B.C. Hydro feels it has the right to disconnect households for  
attempting to protect themselves from health and privacy problems and  
leaves seniors and families in the cold and the dark with no means to  
prepare meals, then we have indeed come to a very sorry state of  
affairs and the B.C. government needs to be taken to task for allowing  
this to happen.  For the B.C. government to take away the duties of a  
commission to act on behalf of the people of B.C. to provide some  
degree of protection from what is going on right now is overstepping  
its bounds in total ignorance of who these people work for and who  
pays their wages and perks. 
 
 
 
Mrs. M. Blainey 
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